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Is your vehicle on our current list? Job Openings. Click image to open larger overlay image. All
BDS Suspension lift kits come with the security of knowing you purchased the finest lift kit in
the aftermarket suspension industry. We back our commitment to engineering reliable, quality
4x4 off-road Jeep and truck suspension products with our unique "No BS Hardcore Lifetime
Warranty". If you are the original purchaser of any BDS lift kit and it breaks, we will give you a
new part. These precision built and ultra capable 4" lift systems offer improved vehicle
performance and allow clearance for 35" tires. These systems include everything necessary to
correct suspension, steering and driveline geometry to maintain on-road handling while
improving strength and offroad capability. Kits feature a pair of high strength crossmembers,
along with differential skid plate, steering knuckles, differential relocation brackets, top
mounted strut spacers, sway bar relocation, brake line relocation, driveshaft extension,
alignment cam bolts, rear blocks, longer u-bolts and your choice of NX2 gas or FOX 2. Improve
the look and capability of your Ford F These precision built and ultra capable 4" coilover lift
systems offer improve vehicle performance and utilize FOX 2. Kits feature a pair of high
strength crossmembers, along with differential skid plate, steering knuckles, differential
relocation brackets, sway bar relocation, brake line relocation, driveshaft extension, alignment
cam bolts, rear blocks, longer u-bolts and FOX 2. These precision built and ultra capable 6" lift
systems offer improved vehicle performance and allow clearance for " tires. These precision
built and ultra capable 6" coilover lift systems offer improve vehicle performance and utilize
FOX 2. Shotpeening increases tensile strength and reduces fatigue while lessening the material
thickness required. The thinner material allows for increased wheel travel and provides a softer
ride. Bolt-style leaf alignment clamps prevent leaves from fanning out and allow the leaves to
twist and flex, yielding higher articulation. Each spring is preset using hydraulic stress to
reduce fatigue in the steel and prevent sagging. Some applications include leaf springs with
steel encased rubber bushings. Other applications include blue urethane bushings. Anti-friction
pads are placed between the leaves to reduce friction within the spring and noise from
metal-to-metal contact. Tapered and roll-pointed leaves add flexibility and provides an even
deflection rate. Tapering allows a smoother transition between leaves as compression takes
place, resulting in a softer ride with increased wheel travel. Springs are either cold wound with
chrome silicon or hot wound with to guarantee long life. BDS coil springs are designed to
withstand full coil bind. In other words, you can smash our coils to totally flat and they will
return to their original height. A polyester based powder coat is applied to ensure flexibility and
durability. Each spring is preset with a hydraulic stress to reduce fatigue in the steel and
prevent sagging. Shotpeening increases tensile strength and allows for maximum wheel travel
without sacrificing the life of the spring. We make every effort to buy American and we hope you
do as well. Buying American ensures that you are getting quality products made from quality
materials. Just as important is the fact that buying American keeps your hard-earned money in
the American economy. This is one of the biggest ways we as consumers can help revitalize the
American economy and strengthen the US dollar. It doesn't matter whether you are buying
clothing, groceries or parts for your truckâ€¦buy American and buy with confidence that your
money will stay in America. Garfield Ave. Member Login Email Address:. Remember me:. Forgot
your password? Your password has been sent to you Sign up for a BDS account to take
advantage of 1-step checkout, save projects in your garage, order tracking, order history and
other benefits. Not a member? Sign Up! First Name:. Last Name:. Area Code:. Primary Phone:.
Street Address:. Apt, Suite, Building, Lot: optional. Postal Code:. Email Address:. Password:
Use only letters and numbers in password. Send me occasional emails for promos and events.
Log In Register Close Panel. Kit Photo Click image to open larger overlay image. Kit Photo. Take
your F to the next level. Pull out all the stops with this BDS 4" coilover system with clearance
for 35" tires. Pull out all the stops with this BDS 6" coilover system with clearance for " tires.
Glide-Ride Leaf Spring Suspension Systems Shotpeening increases tensile strength and
reduces fatigue while lessening the material thickness required. Pro-Ride Coil Spring
Suspension Systems Springs are either cold wound with chrome silicon or hot wound with to
guarantee long life. We make every effort to buy American and we hope you do as well. Buying
American ensures that you are getting quality products made from quality materials. Just as
important is the fact that buying American keeps your hard-earned money in the American
economy. This is one of the biggest ways we as consumers can help revitalize the American
economy and strengthen the US dollar. It doesn't matter whether you are buying clothing,
groceries or parts for your truckâ€¦buy American and buy with confidence that your money will
stay in America. Is your vehicle on our current list? Job Openings. Four months ago, the BDS
team didn't know this event would even take place. Instead, KOH turned out to be an
action-packed, non-stop BDS Suspension operates with one guiding premiseâ€”to provide true
value to the customer by engineering and manufacturing the highest quality aftermarket

suspension lift kits , leveling kits and accessories for 4x4 off-road truck and Jeep enthusiasts.
Our suspension products are priced competitively, and backed by the best lifetime warranty in
the industry. BDS Suspension also offers a complete line of aftermarket 4x4 parts and Jeep
accessories including:. What does this mean to you? Simply put, you can choose your
suspension lift kit, leveling kit, and quality accessories with the confidence of knowing you
have chosen the best. The confidence of knowing you customized your lift kit or leveling kit
precisely to your vehicle and application; that your suspension kit was engineered and
manufacturing to the highest industry standards; that your lift or leveling kit was proudly made
in America; that you will receive the best instructions and tech support if you install it yourself;
that if you choose your local dealer to install your kit, that they are factory trained experts and
will treat you right; that if you see it on the website or in the catalog, it's in stock and ready to
ship to you, or we can ship it free to your closest dealer; and finally that your kit has the best
warranty in the business. BDS suspension Use it Abuse it With Confidence. This unique
warranty proves our commitment to the quality and reliability of every product we make.
Aftermarket products must meet these standards as well. Garfield Ave. Sidekick - 2 Door
Tracker - 2 Door. Member Login Email Address:. Remember me:. Forgot your password? Your
password has been sent to you Sign up for a BDS account to take advantage of 1-step
checkout, save projects in your garage, order tracking, order history and other benefits. Not a
member? Sign Up! First Name:. Last Name:. Area Code:. Primary Phone:. Street Address:. Apt,
Suite, Building, Lot: optional. Postal Code:. Email Address:. Password: Use only letters and
numbers in password. Send me occasional emails for promos and events. Log In Register Close
Panel. BDS Suspension also offers a complete line of aftermarket 4x4 parts and Jeep
accessories including: add-a-leaf adjustable drag links alignment cams anti-sway bar drop
bracket kits anti-sway bar link kits blocks bushing and sleeve kits center pins coil spring clips
coil springs differential guards frame supports gas shock absorbers hydraulic shock absorbers
hendricks clamps leaf spring anti-friction pads leaf spring eyebolt kits leveling kits pitman arms
shackles shock boots shock bushings stainless steel brake lines steering arms steering blocks
steering stabilizers suspension lift kits track bar relocation kits traction bars transfer case drop
kits u-bolts urethane products What does this mean to you? With Confidence See Less. Read
More This unique warranty proves our commitment to the quality and reliability of every product
we make. Is your vehicle on our current list? Job Openings. Click image to open larger overlay
image. All BDS Suspension lift kits come with the security of knowing you purchased the finest
lift kit in the aftermarket suspension industry. We back our commitment to engineering reliable,
quality 4x4 off-road Jeep and truck suspension products with our unique "No BS Hardcore
Lifetime Warranty". If you are the original purchaser of any BDS lift kit and it breaks, we will give
you a new part. These new systems utilize FOX 2. At the heart of these 2" coilover systems
include a pair of specially tuned FOX 2. These non-reservoir coilovers are preset for the correct
lift height right out of the box and use a threaded body to allow preload adjustment. They are a
direct bolt-in replacement for the factory strut assemblies and improve damper performance
featuring a 2. Also supplied as part of these complete 2" leveling system are a pair of BDS
performance series upper control arms UCA. These UCAs improve suspension travel and while
providing superior strength and styling to the factory arms. These arms are built from 1. They
include brake line mounting tabs and use an indexed ball joint cup to correct ball joint
positioning back to the neutral position at ride height. The BDS arms come fully assembled with
OE-style rubber bushings for the frame mounts and a high-quality ball joint for smooth, quiet
operation and better durability than arms that use heims and uniballs. Rounding out the rear of
this 2" coilover system are a pair of specially tuned FOX 2. Designed to be so much more than
just a "leveling kit", these new coilover systems take advantage of the factory suspension
geometry without overextending operating angles and offer next level performance in a smaller
lift package. At the heart of these new 2" systems are a pair of precision tuned FOX 2. These
coilovers are preset for the correct lift height right out of the box to provide optimal
performance and direct bolt-in replacement for the factory strut assemblies. DSC allows for
easy adjustment of the vehicle's suspension compression dampening so you can dial in the
ideal ride performance to soak up the bumps, both large and small. The DSC has 12 adjustment
points for the high speed compression as well as 10 adjustment points for the low speed
compression allowing you to make large or small changes to further improve your performance.
Adjustments can be made by simply twisting the knobs located on the end of the reservoir. No
tools or shop adjustments needed, allowing you to tune the suspension out on the trail. A pair
of reservoir mounting brackets are supplied to position the reservoirs above. Complimenting
the coilovers are a pair of performance upper control arms UCAs designed for improved
strength and suspension travel. Built from thick wall 1. These arms come fully assembled right
out of the box with high quality greaseable ball joints and rubber bushings for long life, quiet

operation and superior corrosion resistance over uniballs and heims. Rounding out these 2"
coilover systems are your choice of FOX 2. This system includes a new upper strut mount as
well as pre-load spacers. The use of a pre-load spacer increases performance in cornering as
well as offsets the increase weight of larger tires to maintain a quality ride. Unlike most systems
on the market, the two piece system does not max out the upper ball joints during suspension
travel. A 1" rear block kit is available to maintain a slight rake if desired. View Four Wheeler
installation article. This new lift kit is engineered to the highest standard, using quality materials
built right here in the USA. The kit offers a smooth ride and reliable on-road handling coupled
with impressive off-road performance and clearance for up to 35'' tires. In the rear a 4'' offset pin
block kit recenters the rear axle in the wheelwell and replacing the factory block to eliminate
stacking blocks and level the stance of the truck. This 4'' Performance Coilover Systems brings
together the safety and capability of BDS's 4'' lift kits with the uncompromising performance of
Fox factory series 2. The Fox factory series 2. These coilovers are built to outperform out on the
trail while offering fade free performance to push your new F to the limits. The included Fox 2. In
the rear a 4" offset pin block kit recenters the rear axle in the wheelwell and replacing the
factory 1. Rear brake line extensions and Fox 2. This 4'' performance coilover system has been
designed, tested, and independently confirmed to integrate flawlessly with the new electronic
stability control ESC systems and meets FMVSS No. The Dual Speed Compression DSC
adjuster provides added control and comfort tuning for on-road use while also offering more
aggressive damping for use off-road. The adjuster allows for precise suspension tuning with the
simple twist of two clearly defined knobs: No tools and no mess, just a way to easily fine-tune
your suspension to best suit your needs in any conditions. It also affects wheel traction and the
harshness or plushness of the vehicle's ride. The kit offers a smooth ride and reliable on-road
handling coupled with impressive off-road performance and clearance for up to 37'' tires. In the
rear a 5'' offset pin block kit recenters the rear axle in the wheelwell and replacing the factory
block to eliminate stacking blocks and level the stance of the truck. This 6'' Performance
Coilover Systems brings together the safety and capability of BDS's 6'' lift kits with the
uncompromising performance of Fox factory series 2. In the rear a 5" offset pin block kit
recenters the rear axle in the wheelwell and replacing the factory 1. This 6'' performance
coilover system has been designed, tested, and independently confirmed to integrate flawlessly
with the new electronic stability control ESC systems and meets FMVSS No. Shotpeening
increases tensile strength and reduces fatigue while lessening the material thickness required.
The thinner material allows for increased wheel travel and provides a softer ride. Bolt-style leaf
alignment clamps prevent leaves from fanning out and allow the leaves to twist and flex,
yielding higher articulation. Each spring is preset using hydraulic stress to reduce fatigue in the
steel and prevent sagging. Some applications include leaf springs with steel encased rubber
bushings. Other applications include blue urethane bushings. Anti-friction pads are placed
between the leaves to reduce friction within the spring and noise from metal-to-metal contact.
Tapered and roll-pointed leaves add flexibility and provides an even deflection rate. Tapering
allows a smoother transition between leaves as compression takes place, resulting in a softer
ride with increased wheel travel. Springs are either cold wound with chrome silicon or hot
wound with to guarantee long life. BDS coil springs are designed to withstand full coil bind. In
other words, you can smash our coils to totally flat and they will return to their original height. A
polyester based powder coat is applied to ensure flexibility and durability. Each spring is preset
with a hydraulic stress to reduce fatigue in the steel and prevent sagging. Shotpeening
increases tensile strength and allows for maximum wheel travel without sacrificing the life of
the spring. We make every effort to buy American and we hope you do as well. Buying American
ensures that you are getting quality products made from quality materials. Just as important is
the fact that buying American keeps your hard-earned money in the American economy. This is
one of the biggest ways we as consumers can help revitalize the American economy and
strengthen the US dollar. It doesn't matter whether you are buying clothing, groceries or parts
for your truckâ€¦buy American and buy with confidence that your money will stay in America.
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checkout, save projects in your garage, order tracking, order history and other benefits. Not a
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Panel. Kit Photo Click image to open larger overlay image. Kit Photo. Kit Instructions-PDF. BDS
Suspension introduces the latest addition to its ever-expanding product lineup for Ford F with
new 2" coilover conversion systems now shipping. BDS Suspension introduces the latest
addition to its ever-expanding product lineup for the Ford F with new 2" coilover conversion

systems in stock and now shipping. View Four Wheeler installation article This new lift kit is
engineered to the highest standard, using quality materials built right here in the USA. View
Four Wheeler installation article The kit offers a smooth ride and reliable on-road handling
coupled with impressive off-road performance and clearance for up to 37'' tires. Glide-Ride Leaf
Spring Suspension Systems Shotpeening increases tensile strength and reduces fatigue while
lessening the material thickness required. Pro-Ride Coil Spring Suspension Systems Springs
are either cold wound with chrome silicon or hot wound with to guarantee long life. Forums New
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proceeding. Thread starter ldsavow Start date Nov 23, Last edited by a moderator: Nov 24, While
it might not be everyone's cup of tea, the one thing that bugs me about the s is that they sit so
much LOWER than the s. This
atc250sx
2005 chevy cobalt oil capacity
hot springs spa parts diagram
extra 4" should make the look like a proper truck! This is gonna be the first thing my truck
gets, along with 35 inch tires. Power stroke has no business riding so low to the ground.
Administrator Administrator Staff member. Here's a real life look at the BDS 6" lift kit. Kefoster2
Well-known member. Kefoster2 said:. I am getting the 2WD F and would like to know if the same
mods can be done with it? Administrator said:. Bills Well-known member. Damn you guys I
really wanted to leave the lift on my Jeep, and keep this new truck more stock. Pretty sure I
could install it myself in the garage, and it sure is nice when working with new hardware prior to
rust and road grime. Bills said:. Same here 4" is going on mine! LaserDawg Active member. I
want to put A rough country 6" lift on mine when I get one. Interested in 2" just to level it out
and get some bigger meats, but I don't see that listed on their site yet. You must log in or
register to reply here. Log in Your name or email address.

